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The autonomous nonlinear functional differential equation 2(t) = F(Q), 
t > 0, x0 = + is studied as a semigroup of nonlinear operators in L’ function 
spaces. The method employed is to construct a semigroup of nonlinear operators 
which may be associated with the solutions of this equation. New existence 
and stability results are obtained for this equation by means of the semigroup 
approach. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Our objective is to study the solutions to the autonomous nonlinear func- 
tional differential equation 
as a semigroup of nonlinear operators. The notation of (FDE) means Y > 0, 
p > 1, His a Hilbert space, x(+, h)(t): [-Y; co) + H, x,(4, h) ELP(-Y, 0; H) 
is defined by x,(4, h)(B) = x(+, h)(t + 0) for almost all 0 E [-Y, O],f: H -+ H, 
and F: L”(-Y, 0; H) -+ H. 
Our approach will be to construct a generator for a nonlinear semigroup 
that may be associated with the solutions of (FDE) and then appeal to general 
results from nonlinear semigroup theory. We then have the problem of 
determining the exact sense in which the trajectories of this nonlinear 
semigroup provide solutions to (FDE). The setting of L” function spaces 
allows for very general initial functions (5, as well as provides very tractable 
spaces for the study of the solutions. The treatment of (FDE) in Lp spaces 
has been undertaken by several authors, and some of these are listed in our 
references. Our work will continue the investigations of [14], where the under- 
lying space was taken as a space of continuous functions as in the development 
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of Hale [lo]. By 11 a owing H to be an arbitrary Hilbert space and f to be 
possibly unbounded in H, we can apply our results to partial differential 
equations with deviating arguments as in [14]. 
In the treatment of functional differential equations with Lp initial functions, 
it is necessary to take as the initial point the pair (4, h) EL”(--r, 0; H) x H. 
This fact may be seen by comparing the solutions of the scalar delay 
differential equation 
x0(& A) = 4 EL*(-,o; q, x(d, h)(O) = h E R 
x($9 h)(t) = x(#, h)(t - 11, t b 0, 
for +I = 0, h, = 0, ~$a = 0, and ha = I. If this equation is formulated as 
in (FDE), then r = 1, X = 88, f = 0, and F(b) = d(- 1). The solution 
4% , h)(t) for b4 , U is identically 0 on [-1, co), whereas the solution 
for (4s , h,} is given by x(& , h,)(t) = 0 for - 1 < t < 0 and ~(4, , h,)(t) = 
t+l/(n - l)! for (n - 1) < t < n, n = 1, 2,.... Accordingly, the nonlinear 
semigroup we construct for (FDE) will be defined in the Banach space 
L”(--r, 0; H) x H. 
In Section 2, we set forth some necessary preliminaries from the theory 
of nonlinear accretive operators. In Section 3, we treat (FDE) for the class 
of F which are Lipschitz continuous from L’(--r, 0; H) to H. In Section 4, 
we treat (FDE) for a class of F which have a special form, but which are not 
necessarily continuous. This class of F is more difficult to handle than the 
continuous case, but is important because it applies to equations of delay 
type such as the example above. In order to apply the theory of nonlinear 
accretive operators for this class of F, we must use a weighted norm in 
L’(-Y, 0; H). In Section 5, we discuss the connection between the nonlinear 
semigroup we construct and the solutions of (FDE). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
For a Banach space X the duality mapping J: X + 2x* is defined by 
j E J(x) ifi @, j> = II x Ila = II j Ila for XEX. (2.1) 
The (nonlinear) operator A: X -+ X is accretiwe iff 
for all x, y E D(A) and some iEJ(X-A, (Ax - Ay, j) > 0. 
(2.2) 
By a result of Kato [12, Lemma 1.11, A is accretive iff 
ll(I + W x - (I+ AA) y II Z II x - Y II for all x, y E D(A), h > 0. 
(2.3) 
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By a result of Crandall and Liggett [7, Theorem I], if for some y E R, 
A + yk X -+ X is accretive, R(I + AA) is onto for all sufficiently small 
X > 0, and L)(A) is dense in X, then 
!+% (I + t/&4)-nx dzf T(t)x (2.4) 
exists for all x E X and t > 0. Moreover, T(t), t 2 0 is a strongly continuous 
semigroup o~nonlin~a~ ~p~uto~s on X: 
T(0) x = x for all x E X; (2.5) 
T(t) x is continuous in t for each fixed x E X; (2.6) 
Wl + $2) = Wl) W2), t1 7 tz >, 0; (2.7) 
II T(t) x - WY II G eYt II x - Y II, X,YEX, t 2 0. (2.8) 
Let H be a Hilbert space with norm 1 / and inner product ( , ). Let Y > 0 
and Iet 1 < p < co. Let T: [-r, 0] -+ [O, a)) be nondecreasing and 
bounded such that Iim,+, ~(8) # 0. We will treat (FDE) in the space 
X = L”(---r, 0; H; p) x H, where dp(B) = ~(6) de, with norm 
The duality mapping for X is given by the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If ($, h} E X, then j E J((+, h}) where j is defined by 
for all (#, k) E X, W, W) 
PYOC$ For all 3, EL”(-r, 0; H; p), f”lr ((t, +)I # I”-s T d@ exists because 
( $ p--1)9 = 14 19 implies that 1 (b IP--l E LQ(--r, 0; H; p), l/p + I/q = 1. 
Obviou% (k4 h&j) = ll(#, W. W e h ave only to show that I((#, K),J>] < 
\\{$I, k}]] \I{$, h}j]. By the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, 
I(W kLj>l G IIW Wl12-p ((I” I lli P+)“’ (I” 14 l(g-l)g~)l’g 4 I k I I h P+‘). -* --7 
Set a = fTl I rt, In~r b = JTr I + ID 7, c = j h 1, and d = 1 k 1, and it suffices 
to show that (a + c)(2-“)l@(b*l~a~/~ + d&-l) Q (a + c*)l/g(b + dp)l@, or 
@/Paz/Q + de+1 < (a + c~)Vp(b + dp)‘)‘ip. But this foiIows from the in- 
equality %bl + a,b, < (a,* + a,“)llp(b,p + b2*)1/* with a, = b119, bl = al/q, 
a2 = d, and ba = ~-1. 
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3. THE EQUATION (FDE) WITH F LIPSCHITZ CONTINUOUS 
In this section, we treat (FDE) in the space X with ~(0) 3 1 in (2.9). 
We require thatfi H --f His a densely defined (nonlinear) operator such that 
for some (Y E R, -f + OJ is accretive in H, and R(I - A,) = H for X > 0 
sufficiently small. Notice that f need not be continuous. We require also 
that F: L”(--r, 0; H; p) -+ H is everywhere defined and Lipschitz continuous 
with Lipschitz constant 8. Define A: X -+ X by 
D(A) = ((4, h} E X: 4 is absolutely continuous on [-r, 01, 
4’ E Lp(---r, 0; H; CL), and h = 4(O) E o(f)> 
44 4 = i-$‘, -fhw>> - WJ 
(3.1) 
Obviously, A is densely defined. We will show that A is the generator of 
a nonlinear semigroup in the sense of Eq. (2.4). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. A + yZis accretive in X where y = max(0, 1 /p + a} + p. 
Proof. Let {A ,4dO)>, & , M% E W), let 4 = A - ~4 , and let 
je J(((C, d(O)}) as in (2.10). Then, 
W4, > MW - A{#, 3 4zWJ) 
= Ilk4 wm12-” C-J-1 (4’) 4) I d lp- 
- (f&(0)) + F(A) - fMW - W2h d(O)) I4P)l”-‘) 
= IIGA d(Wlla-” (-I” UP d/de I @)I” de 
- (f(w)) - fi?s~0)), NV I bwl”-2 
- (F(h) - F(h), W-W I QW-‘) 
3 II{+* w9w-” (--l/P(ldw - I d(-r)l”) 
- a I (b(W” - P IIN 9w)~ll I ml”-‘) 
3 -Y II{& WN” (3.2) 
and this yields the accretiveness of A + yZ. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. (R(Z + XA) = X for suJiciently small h > 0. If H is 
finite dimensional then (I + XA)-1 is compact for s@ciently small X > 0. 
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Proof. Let h be positive and sufficiently small and let {#, K} E X. Define 
the mapping d: H -+ H by 
d(h) = (I - hf)-l (k + hF (@IAh + (&““/A) 6 e-“+(s) dsjj. 
Then d is a strict contraction on H, since 
Thus, d has a unique fixed point ho. Define 
Then, (b is absolutely continuous on [--I, 0] and 4 - A+’ = y5 a.e. on [-Y, 01. 
Also, VW) = ho E o(f ), since ho = (I - hf)-l(k + hF(+)). Therefore, 
(I + AA){& d(O)} = {$, k}. By (2.3) (I + A/l-l exists and is Lipschitz 
continuous on X. This fact and the fact that 4 -+ $ e-“‘“+(s) ds is compact 
in LP( -Y, 0; H) if H is finite dimensional [l 1, p. 1571 yield the second claim. 
By virtue of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 the nonlinear operator A satisfies 
the hypothesis of Theorem I of M. Crandall and T. Liggett [7], and therefore, 
generates a nonlinear semigroup T(t), t 3 0 as in (2.4). Notice that y is 
necessarily positive in (2.8). 
4. THE EQUATION (FDE) WITH F NOT NECESSARILY 
LIPSCHITZ CONTINUOUS 
In this section we will suppose that the function F in (FDE) has a special 
form, but is not necessarily Lipschitz continuous. Let 7: [-Y, 0] --+ Lip(H, H), 
where Lip (H, H) is the Banach space of Lipschitz continuous operators 
on H with norm 
I g ILWf,H) = p;fH I g(x) - g(r)l/l x - Y I + I g(W, g E Lip(H, H). 
We require that 7 is of bounded variation on [-Y, 01, 7(-r) = 0, and 
l~&-~ 7(e) # 0. Let ~(0) = f-P. 1 dq I, the total variation of 7 between --T 
and 8. We will investigate (FDE) in the space X with the norm weighted by 
this T as in (2.9). Let F: C(-r, 0; H) -+ H by F(4) = g(f, dT(t9) 4(e)), 
g: H -+ H is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant /3. Notice that F 
is Lipschitz continuous from C(-Y, 0; H) to H, but not necessarily Lipschitz 
continuous from L”(-Y, 0; H, CL) to H (in fact, not even well defined). 
Let f: H -+ H be densely defined (nonlinear) such that for some 01 E Iw, 
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-f + OJ is accretive in H and R(I - hf) = H for all sufficiently small 
h>O.DefineA:X-+Xby 
D(A) = {{+, h} E X: 4 is absolutely continuous on [-r, 01, 
$’ EP(--r, 0; H; p), and h = C(O) E o(f)}, 
WV = i-f, -fbw - Jw. 
(4.1) 
Obviously, A is densely defined in X. The necessity of weighting the norm 
with T arises in order to show the accretiveness condition on A. If this function 
7 is absent, then the semigroup T(t), t > 0, will in general satisfy a condition 
of the form 1 T(t)l,l,(H,,~ < Aft@, where M > 1. We will require the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let u, v: [-r, 0] -+ R such that u is absolutely continuous 
on [-T, 0] and v is of bounded variation on [--I, 01. Then, cl u’(0) v(e) db’ = 
-fr u(e) dv(e) + u(0) v(0) - U(Y) v(-Y). 
Proof. Since u is continuous and v is of bounded variation the Stieltjes 
integral f-r u(B) dv(B) exists and 
1” #(e) dv(e) = U(O) V(O) - 24(-r) ~(4) - j” v(e) h(8). 
--7 -r 
From [13, Corollary 56.5, p. 31 I], we have that f,. v(e) du(B) = J?? u’(0) v(e) de 
and the conclusion follows. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. If p > 1, then A + yI is accretive in X where 
y = m=(O, $I)( l/p + P/q) + 4, l/p + 1 /q = 1. If p = 1 and B < 1, 
then A + ,I is accretive in X where y = max{O, T(O) + a!>. 
Proof. Let {A , A(W, {A , b&W E W), let 4 = d, - d2 , and let 
j E J({$, d(O))) as in (2.10). As in (3.2) we have, using Lemma 4.1, 
(44 , MN - W2 y d2KN,i> 
= ll~d,d(0)w-” (-JO UP d/de I +(e)lp m de 
- WM-U) - f &o)h +w I wP-2 
(4.2) 
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If P > 1, then (4.2) 3 IM N3~l12-p(J?, 41 M9l)d7(4 - Y I NW? where 
h(x) = (l/P)@ + (P/q) cp - p=p-1, c = I d(O)/. But k(x) > Oforallx>O, 
since k(0) > 0, lirnxem k(x) = co, K’(x,,) = 0 itI x0 = c/3llP-l, and k(x,) = 0. 
Therefore, using the fact that y > 0, we have 
. Wh , MN - AG2 , d2V9hi> 2 - Y IIW MO>l12. 
If p = 1 and p < 1 then (4.2) 3 
Thus, A + yI is accretive in both cases and the proof is finished. 
We remark that when p > 1, the quantity l/p + /39/q > p. To see this 
define h(F) = l/p + /3*/q - /?, /3 > 0 and observe that h’(&) = 0 iff ,$, = 1 
and h(1) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. R(I + M) = X for suficiently small h > 0. If H 
isfinite dimensional then (I + M)-1 is compact for sujkiently small X > 0. 
Proof. Let h > 0 be sufficiently small and let {#, K} E X. Define the 
mapping d: H -+ H by 
d(h) = (I - hf)-l (k + Xg (so (eenh + (e”/“/x) s,” e-8/A#(s) ds) dT(B))). 
--7 
For sufficiently small h > 0, d is a strict contraction on H, since 
I d(h) - WA G W/1 + W I 4 - h2 I +9. 
Let ho be the unique fixed point of d and define 
q%(e) kf es/lho + (&la/h) joo e-W,b(s) ds. 
Then $ is absolutely continuous on [-Y, 01, 4 - A$’ = # a.e. on [-r, 01, 
m = ho E Wf )Y and therefore, (I + AA) + = $. The second claim is 
proved exactly as in Proposition 3.2. 
By virtue of Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, the nonlinear operator A (with 
/3 < 1 if p = 1) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem I of Crandall and Liggett 
[7], and therefore, generates a nonlinear semigroup T(t), t >, 0 in the sense 
of (2.4). Notice that if y = 0 in (2.8), then the trajectories are stable in the 
norm of X as t -+ co. In this case OL < 0, and this means that the ordinary 
part of (FDE) corresponding to f serves as a damping term for the equation. 
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5. THE CORRESPONDENCE OF T(t), t > 0 TO THE SOLUTIONS OF (FDE) 
In certain cases, the trajectories of the semigroup T(t), t > 0, of Sections 3 
and 4 can be shown to give solutions to the equation (FDE). Denote by PI 
the projection of X onto LD(-Y, 0; N; II) and by Pz the projection of X 
onto H (that is, Pl{#, h) = + and P2{& h) = h). Define for (4, Iz} E X the 
function x(#, h)(t): [-Y, co) -+ H by 
and 
44, Mt) = 4(t) if -Y < t < 0, 
44 w = PJ(t){4,4 if t>O. 
(5.1) 
We observe that x($, h)(t) is continuous in t for t > 0 by virtue of (2.6), 
the strong continuity of T(t), t > 0. 
In order to show that the function defined in (5.1) is, at least in certain 
cases, a solution of (FDE), we will demonstrate a relationship between T(t), 
t > 0 and the semigroup associated with (FDE) in C(-Y, 0; H). Specifically, 
let C = C(-Y, 0; H) and define Q: X -+ C by o(Q) = (14, h} E X: $ 
agrees a.e. on [-Y, 0] with a continuous function $ and #(O) = h}, Q{$, h} = # 
(without confusion, we will sometimes write Q{$, h} = $, where $ means the 
continuous function identified with 4 E Lp(-Y, 0; H, p). Note that 
D(A) CD(Q), Q is one-to-one, and Q-l: C -+ X is continuous by virtue of 
!I{+, % d (J‘” de> do + l)l’DllQ% MC for all {$, h} E D(Q). (5.2) 
--7 
Define A e : C -+ C by D(A,) = (4 E C: 4’ E C, $(O) E D(f), and 4’(O) = 
f(C(0)) +F($)), A,$ = -4’. Here we take F as in Sections 3 and 4, but 
restricted to C. We note that in Section 3, F restricted to C is Lipschitz 
continuous by virtue of the fact that 114 IJLP(--r,OzH:~) < r1/2’ Ij + IIc ~(O)r/p 
for all + E C. In Section 4, F is also Liptschitz continuous on C. Denote by 
yc the Lipschitz constant of F on C. It is shown in [17] that D(A,) is dense 
in C, A, + ‘y~l is accretive in C, R(1 -It AA,) = C for all sufficiently small 
h > 0, and A, is the generator of a strongly continuous nonlinear semigroup 
T,(t), t > 0 on C by means of Eq. (2.4). Observe that 
The following proposition says, roughly speaking, that T(t), t 3 0 and 
T,(t), t > 0, agree on D(Q). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. If (4, W E WQ), t/m QWS 4 = T,(t) Qt.4, hl for 
all t > 0. 
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Proof. Let 4 E C and h > 0 sufficiently small. There exists {#, K} E D(A) 
such that Q{$J, K} E II(&) and (I + AA,) Q{#, K} = (6. From (5.3) we have 
QU + ~-4b4 4 = (I+ ~c)Q{A Al = 4. (5.4) 
Then (5.4) implies 
(I+ xA,)-1 4 = Q(I + AA-l Q-l+ for all $J E C. (5.5) 
For 4 E C, t > 0, 12 a positive integer sufficiently large, (5.5) implies 
(I + ~/TzA,)-~ + = &(I + t/d)-” Q-l+. (5.6) 
Therefore, (5.6), (2.4), and (5.2) yield 
II WQ-‘+ - Q-lTc(t)d Ilx 
= ;z ll(I + $A)-“Q-V - Q-lTc(t)+ llx 
(S 
0 
< --+7(e) de + lyp $ II QV + WV” Q-V - ~cW+ Ilc 
= (1” T(e) de + l)l’) . 
-v kz IlU + t/=4P 4 - T&M IIC = 0 
and the proof is complete. 
Define for 4 E C the function y($)(t): [-Y, co) -+ H by 
and 
y(+)(t) =$(t) if --I d t d 0, 
r(d)(t) = (~cW)(O) if t>O. 
(5.7) 
The following important property of T,(t), t > 0 is proved by Flaschka 
and Leitman [9]: 
Y&R = T,(t) 4 for all t 3 0, 4 E C. (5.8) 
PROPOSITION 5.2. If (4, h} E D(Q), then 
44, W = r(QK W(t) for t >, -r. (5.9) 
Proof. For (4, h) E O(Q), t >, 0, Eq. (5.1), Proposition 5.1, and Eq. (5.8) 
imply 
+A 4(t) = f’J(W, 4 = PPTc(t) QN 4 
= U-c(t) QW W(O) = Y(QW Wt). 
Also, by’ definition, ~(4, h)(t) = y(Q(& h})(i) = $(t) for --r < t < 0. 
505/20/1-6 
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PROPOSITION 5.3. If{+, h) E X, then ~~(4, h) = PIT(t){+, h}for all t > 0. 
Proof. Let (4, h} E O(Q), t 3 0. By (5.8), (5.9), and Proposition 5.1, 
we have 
Now let (4, h} E X, t 3 0, and let {& , h,} C O(Q) converging in X to (4, h}. 
Then 
= (1) + (2) + (3). (5.10) 
As a -+ co, (1) + 0 by virtue of (2.8). Also, (2) = 0 by the fact established 
above. The first term in (3) converges to 0 as 12 -+ CO because 4% -+ 4 in 
Lp(--r, 0; H; p). The second term in (3) is bounded by II{&, d,,(O)} -
W WI” .I? t eYu+%(0) de by virtue of (24, and it too, converges to 0 as 
a + w. Therefore, (5.10) + 0, and the conclusion follows. 
The next propostion says, roughly speaking, that the “translated segment” 
of the solution to (FDE) corresponding to (4, h} E X lies in C for t 3 r. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. If t > r and (4, h} E X, then T(t)@, h} E D(Q) and 
QWM hl = Tc(t - r> QV)W hl. 
Proof. By Proposition 5.3, ~~(4, h) = PIT(t){+, h} for (q5, h} E X, t > 0. 
By (5.1), ~(4, h)(t) = P,T(t){+, h} if t > 0. By the strong continuity (2.6) 
of T(t), t > 0, PzT(t){$, h} is continuous in t for t > 0. Thus, x,(4, h) E C 
if t > r, and so PIT(t){+, h} agrees with a continuous function 4 a.e. on 
[-r, 0] for these t. Also, #(O) = x,(4, h)(O) = x(4, h)(t) = P,T(t)(+, h}. 
Hence, T(t){& h} E D(Q). Lastly, if (4, h} E X and t 3 r, we have by (2.7) 
and Proposition 5.1, 
QVM h) = QT(t - ~1 WM h) = Tc(t - r) QVNA 4. 
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Consequently, QT(t) maps bounded sets of X into bounded sets of C. 
Proof. For t >, r, T(t){+, h}, T(t)@, K) E D(Q) by Proposition 5.4. For 
a.e. 0 E [-Y, 01, Proposition 5.3 yields 
(QTtt)i#, h>fW = t~lTtt)(~, h)t~) = (44, h))(e) 
= .+, h)(t + ‘4 = P&T + W$, 4 (since t + 8 2 0). 
Thus, 
Propositions 5.4 and 5.5 provide i~orma~on about the properties of T(t), 
t 2 0 from the corresponding properties of Tc(t), t 2 0. For example, 
stability properties as t -+ cc of T,(t), t > 0 in C, hold true for T(t), t > 0 
in X. Some other examples are provided by the following propositions. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. If T,(t) is compact from C to C for t 3 r, then QT(t) 
is compactfrom X to Cfor t 3 2r, and T(t) is compactfrom X to Xfor t >, 2~. 
Proof. The first claim is immediate from Propositions 5.4 and 5.5. The 
second claim fohows from the first, the continuity of Q-r, and the identity 
T(t) = Q-‘ST(t). 
PROPOSITION 5.7. If T,(t)(C) C IJ(A,) for t 2 r, then QT(t)(X) C D(AJ 
for t > 2r and T(t)(X) C D(A) for t > 2~. 
Proof. The first claim is immediate from Proposition 5.4. The second 
claim follows from the first and Eq. (5.3). 
In general, the function defined in (5.1) may be thought of as a “generalized 
solution” of (FDE) with “translated segments” PIT(t){+, h} eP(--Y, 0; H; p). 
The following two propositions give sufficient conditions for the function 
defined in (5.1) to satisfy the equation (FDE). 
PROPOSITION 5.8. Suppose ither p > 1 of F is linear. If (4, h} E D(A) 
then 
%di, h)(t) = f (44, h)(t)) + F(%(#, h)} for a.e. t 2 0. (5.11) 
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Proof. If p > I, then X and X* are uniformly convex. From the general 
theory of nonlinear semigroups [12] we know that if {4, h} E D(A), then 
W VW> hl = --A Wb$, h) for a.e. t > 0. (5.12) 
Ifp = 1 and F is linear, then (5.12) holds for t 3 0. (See [II, p. 4811.) Then 
(5.11) follows from Proposition 5.3 by applying Pz to both sides of (5.12) and 
using the definition of A. 
PROPOSITION 5.9. Let p 3 1, let f: H --f H be everywhere de$ned and 
continuous, and 1etF: Lp(--r, 0; H; CL) + H be everywhere defined andLipschitz 
continuous as in Section 3. If (4, h} E X then 
*(4, h)(t) = f M+, h)(t)) + W4$> 4) for t 3 0. (5.13) 
Proof. We will decompose A = A, + A, , where A, is linear, -A, is 
the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous linear semigroup, and 
A, is nonlinear, but continuous and everywhere defined. We will then 
apply the results of [ 161 to this semilinear case. Define A, , A, : X -+ X by 
A,@,4 = {+‘, O>, 4%) = WQ 
A,{#, hl = {‘A -f (4 - W#>, D(A,) = X. 
Then A = A, + A, satisfies the hypothesis of [16, Theorem II], where the 
linear semigroup S(t), t > 0 generated by -A, has the property 
P,S(t){+, h} = P2{$, h} = h for all (4, h} E X. By [16, Theorem II], we have 
that for all (4, h} E X and t 3 0, 
T(t)kk hl = s(W, 4 - It s(t - s) &T(s)@, h} ds. 
0 
Therefore, recalling (5.1) and Proposition 5.3, we have that for all (4, h} E X 
and t > 0, 
44, h)(t) = PJ(W, 4 
zz 
PAW> h) - Pz j+” s(t - s) G”(S)@, h) ds 
0 
= h - 
s 
t P2A,T(s){~, h} ds 
0 
= h + f ” (f (PzW)N 49 +F(P,WW 4)) ds 
-0 
= h + j-I (f (44 h)(s) + F(.%k 4)) ds. 
0 
The conclusion (5.13) follows from the continuity off and F. 
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The differentiability results of Propositions 5.8 and 5.9 can be used to 
obtain some additional properties of the semigroup T(t), t > 0. 
PROPOSITION 5.10. Suppose that F is as in Section 3. Iff is continuous and 
everywhere defined, then T(t)@(A)) C D(A) for t > 0 and T(t)(X) CD(A) 
for t > r. If f = 0, thea AT(t) E Lip(X, X) for t 2 r. If f = 0 and disunite 
dimensional, then T(t) is compact for t 2 Y. 
Proof. If #, h) E X, then (5.13) yields that x($, h)(t) is continuously 
differentiable for t 3 0. The first claim then follows by the definition of D(A). 
Suppose f = 0 and let (4, h), (#, k] E X, and t 2 r. By (5.11, (5.13) and 
Proposition 5.3 we have 
= r” I F@t+e(9> 4) - F(~,+,(+, k))lp de s-4 
The second claim now follows. The third claim follows from the second claim, 
Proposition 3.2, and the fact that T(t) = (I + XA)-l(I + hA) T(t) for t >, Y 
and A positive and sufficiently small. 
PROPOSITION 5.11. Suppose that F is as in Section 4 and either p > 1 
OY F is linear. If f is contj~~ and everywhere defked, then Tag) C D(A) 
for t 2 0. If f = 0 then T(t)(X) C D(A) for t 2 Y and AT(t) E Lip(X, X) 
for t > Y. Iff = 0 and H is finite dimensional, then T(t) is compact for t > Y. 
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Proof. If (4, h} E D(A), then ~(4, h)(t) is continuous for t 2 -r, and 
therefore for t, s > 0 
Consequently, ~(4, h)(t) is continuously differentiable for t > 0 by (5.11), 
and thus T(t)(I)(A)) C D(A) for t > 0 when f is continuous and everywhere 
defined. 
In order to prove the other claims, we will establish that for f = 0, 
{d,N, M w E W), t b r, 
s 
0 
I %A w + 8 - w, w + e>P m de --7 
G cone I%$, h) - $4, k>llp. (5.14) 
For each positive integer n let --I = eon < O,m < *** < 0,m = 0, where 
Br-e~-k,<l/n.Then,fort-yre~t, 
f4P) “zf /g ( f (7(v) - 7(ea) 44 h)(t + e + 8,“)) 
i=l 
- g (Fl (7(ein) - 7(cd) 4h W + e + ‘in))1 
G p f (T(v) - +u) I 4b, w + 6 + v) - 4th 40 + e + e,m)l. 
i=l 
Then, 
- +, k)(t + e + e,y 
< @ f (T(m - T(e:-l)) (so 1 X(+? w + e + e:) 
i=l --r 
- x(+, k)(t + e + ep)p T(e) de)l”. 
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If t + ei” < r, then -r < -t - Bi” < 0 and 
J‘ 
-t-BP 
I 47A h)(t + e + 4”) - ~(4, k)(t + e + e,yl+(e) de 
-r 
+JO I +$, h)(t + e + 4") - +4k)(t + e + e,n)lpT(e) de --t-8,” 
If t + Bin > Y, then 
s 
0 
--r I +A W + e + e,9 - ~(4, k)(t + e + epp T(e) de 
=s” IP,T(t+e+ein){~,h)-pP,T(t+e+e,n)(~,k}lpT(e)de 
--r 
< ~(0) TeYtP IM 4 - @, WI”. 
Thus, 
(1’ ?.8n(e)p T(e) de)“’ < pT(o)(l + T(o) ~~~~~~~~~ 11&h 3 - $,h @Il. 
--T 
Since w,(e) converges to I n(+, h)(t + 0) - R(#, k)(t + e)l for all 0 E [-Y, 01, 
Fatou’s lemma yields (5.14). 
Next, we observe that for (4, h}, (#, k} E D(A), t 3 r, 
I ~(~t(A 4) - +t(#, k)) 
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Then, for (4, h), (4, k} E D(A), t > I, (5.14) and (5.15) yield 
< const II@, 4 - $4, Wp. (5.16) 
Hence, AT(t) is Lipschitz continuous on D(A) for t > Y. 
Let h be positive and sufficiently small such that (I+ hA)-l E Lip&X, X). 
Then, (I + AA) is closed, as is A. Let t > r, {$, h} E X, and {d, , h,} C D(A) 
such that limn+m(+n , h,} = (4, h}. S ince AT(t) is Lipschitz continuous 
on W), AV){h y kJ converges in X. By the closedness of A we must 
have 
Thus, T(t)(X) CD(A) for t 3 Y. Also, (5.16) and (5.17) imply that 
AT(t) E Lip(X, X) for t > r. The compactness of T(t) for t > r when H 
is finite dimensional then follows from Proposition 4.2 and the identity 
T(t) = (I + hA)-l(I + hA) T(t), thus completing the proof. 
If F is as in Section 4, then Proposition 5.8 can be used to obtain additional 
information about the sense in which the trajectories of T(t), t > 0 satisfy 
WE) for CA hl$ W). 
PROPOSITION 5.12. Suppose F is as in Section 4, f = 0, and either p > I 
OY F is linear. If (4, h} E X and {& , h,) C D(A) such that limn+,{& , h,} = 
CA hl, then 
44, h)(t) = h + ;+i jk+,(dn , h,)) ds for t 3 0. (5.18) 0 
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Boof. From (5.11) and (5.14), we have that for t < kr, K a positive 
integer, and K = lim,,-, T(O), 
G K-1 i (Jo T(e) de)l” (Jo 1 q+, , h,)(iy + e) 
i=l -9 -9 
- c+& , h,)(ir + ep T(e) de)“’ 
G const II&L , JbJ - bL , hdll~ 
Thus, lim,,, $,F(x,(#, , h,)) ds exists for t > 0. Also, for t > 0, 
COROLLARY 5.13. Suppose f = 0, F is as in Section 4, g = I, and q(0) 
is linear for each e E [-Y, 01. Then, for t > 0, (4, h} e X, 
+A W = h + jO+ 4(e) (jot ~(4, h)(s + e) d+. (5.19) 
Proof. If (4, h} E X and 0 E [-I, 01, then Ji ~(4, h)(s + 0) ds is continuous 
in t. Also, if (&, h,} C D(A) such that limn+m{+n , &} = (4, h} and 
BE [-I, 01, then 
1 ,d (4dn , ha + 4 - 44, us + 0)) ds 1 
G const IICA , &I - W We 
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and 
= j-_“, We) (j-j% h)(s + 0) q, 
(5.19) follows from Proposition 5.12. 
COROLLARY 5.14. Suppose f = 0, F is as in Section 4, F(4) = 
g(CE1 +( -rd)), where vi E Lip(H, H) and 0 < yi < I, and p > 1. Then, 
for t > 0, (4, h) E X, 
44, h)(t) = h + j) (? G4h Ms - ~1)) ds. (5.20) 
i-1 
Proof. The proof follows from the fact that for {& , h,} E D(A), 
As in Corollary 5.13, if limn+oo{$n , h,} = {+, h}, then 
f G4Cn > h& - Q) ds 
i=l 
v&(~, h)(s - yi))) ds. 
The conclusion then follows from Proposition 5.12. 
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